INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
AND HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION
Angkor Hospital for Children has more than 500 staff, based at both AHC in Siem Reap and at the satellite clinic 35km
away. More than 150 of these staff are non-medical, working behind the scenes of the hospital to ensure everything runs
smoothly. Without these essential teams, administering the work and staff of the hospital, chaos would certainly reign!
We are urgently seeking funds to modernize our IT systems to preserve and protect information; and to introduce an
electronic Human Resources system so that our 500+ staff can be managed more effectively. Please consider funding one
of these items – all of which are key to the future of AHC’s knowledge and information management.

New Server
Migration of server
architecture to new,
back-up Server
package $90,000

New Server:

The integrity of AHC’s IT systems and server architecture are vital in ensuring that all of our
staff – both medical and non-medical – have access to the information they need. Currently
we only have one server which makes our data storage very vulnerable – a power surge,
fire or floor could result in the total decimation of all of AHC’s historical and current data
– we are now urgently seeking funds for a back-up server to ensure the secure and safe
keeping of all of our digital information, including finance, HR and medical records.

of Software:
Licensing of Software Licensing
In order to fulfil legal licensing obligations, AHC needs to ensure all of our operating
Software Licensing

$12,000

Safety Infrastructure
Human Resources
Software Package
$5,000

systems and software have fully up-to-date Microsoft licenses. AHC is entitled to lowerpriced NGO licensing, which means that licenses will cost a fraction of the regular
commercial prices.

Human Resources software:

All human resources processes are currently undertaken without the assistance of a
HR software package, resulting in a heavier workload for the small HR team. We know
that our 500+ staff are our best asset, so AHC has identified the need for HR software to
ensure that HR tasks are carried out with efficiency, reliability and in a timely manner.

Contact:
Tel: (855) 063 963 409, Email: development@angkorhospital.org
Web: www.angkorhospital.org

